At a time when bentgrass fairways were almost commonplace, Aurora's superintendent switched to bluegrass: "... bluegrass fairways, if properly maintained, beat the hell out of bentgrass fairways"

By JOE DOAN

ABOUT 10 years ago, a superintendent of a Chicago area semi-private club who spoke at the annual fall meeting of the Midwest Golf Course Superintendents Assn., became somewhat ecstatic in describing the beautiful fairways at Aurora (Ill.) CC and urged the bluegrass proprietors in the audience to corner Carl Hopphan, Aurora's superintendent, and get him to divulge some of his maintenance secrets.

"Naturally, I was flattered," Carl recalls, "but I was even more embarrassed. This fellow had visited my club in the spring and again in the fall and had seen my fairways at their very best. If he had come around in July he would have found them just as mangy as at any other place where 60 or 70 per cent of the turf is Poa annua and the remainder bluegrass. There wasn't much I could have told anyone except about my Poa annua program."

If the scene were to be re-enacted today and a speaker were to spew superlatives in praise of Aurora's exquisite fairways, Hopphan's reaction would be altogether different. He takes great pride in his fairways—year-round pride—without apologies for the way they look in July and August. He'll go into great detail in describing his maintenance secrets. Then, he makes a point that he has been waiting to make all along: Contrary to what most golfers think, bluegrass fairways, if properly maintained, "beat the hell" out of bentgrass fairways.

Carl quickly qualifies this declaration by stating, that is if the fairways, as they are at most clubs with which he is familiar, are from 50 to 70 per cent Poa annua. He goes on to explain that in most cases the term "bentgrass fairways" is a misnomer. Since bent fairways are almost invariably more Poa than bent, they should be called "Poa annua fairways." In line with this, Hopphan proffers the idea that so many fairways go out in the summer because the predominant Poa is cut at bent heights.

The fairways at Aurora CC are 99 per cent bluegrass—a rich, dense amalgam of Kentucky, Delta, Merion and Newport—and have been for about three years. They are cut throughout the season at one inch. They are
nearly as stiff and bristly as pure bent. Complaints from players that the ball nuzzles among the blades and has to be extricated before it can be hit, common with bluegrass, are rare. Even pros, who are so meticulous about the way a ball should be teed up on a fairway, are surprised and pleased with the buoyancy of Aurora’s bluegrass.

What puts the resiliency in Aurora’s turf? Probably potash more than anything else. Carl Hopphan’s feeding formula calls for holding back on nitrogen and going heavy on potash. In 1969 he applied 6.3 pounds of potash to his 31 acres of bluegrass fairways, 3.6 pounds of N and 1.8 pounds of phosphorous, in three feedings. The formula produced such thick, stiff and disease-free blades that he is coming back with the same mixture this year. Either straight muriate or sulfate of potash is applied at a 2.1 pound rate twice in the spring and again in the fall.

The Aurora superintendent made the decision to knock out Poa annua in the late summer of 1966. He had had a particularly trying July and August—a couple of months, as he describes it, “where you look so good on Wednesday afternoon with perfect fairway turf, only to have so much of it turn brown by the following Saturday.”

Permission to eradicate the Poa had to be obtained from the membership as is customary. Working with Dick Reedy, his green chairman who is uncommonly knowledgeable about turf, Hopphan was able to sell his program. He and Reedy colluded to the extent of making the program look more unpromising than they actually thought it would be because they wanted an ample cushion for error. But they emphasized that even if they were only 50 per cent successful the fairways would be greatly improved.

Hopphan followed the Poa eradication-replanting program worked out by Dr. William H. Daniel, Purdue University agronomist, with one exception. That was in the application of tri-calcium arsenate to knock out the Poa. Daniel, who served as Carl’s consultant, visited Aurora on several occasions when the program was in progress and now sends non-believers to the club to be convinced that Poa can be wiped out, recommends that from 12 to 16 pounds of tri-calc be used as the eliminating agent. Hopphan, however, restricted the total dosage to 9.5 pounds. Applied over a period of one year, it did the job.

The initial application of tri-cal was 1.5 pounds per 1,000 square feet. It was put on in the fall of 1966. Seeding of Merion, Delta and Newport followed and was done via a McCormack-Deering five inch drill seeder, but Hopphan decided it didn’t get the seed down to the soil.

During the winter of 1966-67, Hopphan acquired a Rogers 548 Aero-Blade vertical slicer (now a Jacobsen product) and fitted it with a seeder rigged with flared electrical conduit tubes. They were set four inches apart and were made long enough so that they literally tubed the seed into the soil. The combination machine thatched, aerated and seeded simultaneously. Although only $90 was spent in parts to modify the original Aero-Blade and seeder, the machine worked perfectly through the entire renovation program.

The following April, four pounds of tri-cal per 1,000 were applied to start the second phase of the Poa eradication project. Seeding followed at a measured eight seeds per lineal inch, with the seed being socked in just below the thatch and in contact with the soil. Members who saw the fairways after the slice-seeder combination had made a few passes thought they were being plowed. But if they stayed around the club for a few hours and then looked out, they saw that the fairways had been miraculously restored. A topdressing mat dragged behind a truckster pushed the slitted soil back in place, burying the seed as it did so, and at the same time rolled up the fluffed thatch. Thereafter, the fluff was picked up by a sweeper. The slicing-seeding operation covering each fairway was completed in a matter of hours. After the sweeper cleaned up the debris each fairway was watered.
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New bluegrass blend is starting to show in slitted areas

Desirable bluegrass now has a chance to germinate and survive when *Poa* is dead

A year after initial application of tri-cal arsenate, the *Poa* has been knocked out

All fairway low areas should be raised

*Picture book bluegrass is a mixture of Kentucky, Delta, Merion and Newport*
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Even if only a minimal amount of *Poa* had been knocked out and the new seed had not taken hold, Carl Hopphan wonders if the vertical slicing of his 31 acres of fairways wasn’t worth the time it took. It cut out a more than 50-year accumulation of thatch. (Aurora CC was constructed in 1914 and was originally planted to Kentucky bluegrass.) As much as he is sold on heavy applications of potash for putting bristle in bluegrass blades, Carl wonders if the de-thatching combined with aerating hasn’t had as much to do in the strengthening of the grass as the potash itself.

One thing that leads him to this belief is an experience Beverly CC, also in the Chicago district, had a few years ago. After the *Poa* was knocked out at this club and the fairways de-thatched, bent seed which had been planted over the years and had never germinated, suddenly came on strong. Apparently, all it needed was aeration.

In May of 1967, the Aurora ground crew worked over the fairways again, cross-seeding where dead *Poa* was concentrated. The following month an additional two pounds of tri-calcium was applied. Watering was restricted throughout the summer, with only enough applied to keep the new turf actively growing. If too much had been poured on, part of the tri-cal probably would have been washed away.

The final step in the conversion from *Poa* to bluegrass came after Labor Day when two more pounds of tri-cal were applied, and shortly after this another cross-seeding was made in areas where the turf was thin. Today, Aurora is occasionally bothered by the thinning of turf or re-invasion of *Poa*. This is exclusively in low spots where water accumulates. This spring, following three rainy weeks in May, water stood for several days in isolated fairway areas. There was a mild outbreak of leaf-spot, but it was countered by an Acti-Dione treatment. Weak areas were aerated and cross-seeded.

Contrary to what has been said before about emphasis on potash application, fertilization during 1967 when the new bluegrass planting was taking hold, was heavier on nitrogen. This was because Hopphan thought it was better to create a slightly lush growing condition. Five and one-half pounds of N were applied while the potash application was held to four.

In 1968, hardly any *Poa* germinated. The new seeding did a fine job of filling in the bare spots and to Hopphan’s surprise and edification, old established bluegrass plants filled in many places where they hadn’t grown before. So little *Poa* remained that it was possible to manually root it out. Several approaches to greens, where *Poa* had been quite dense, were patch-sodded rather than seeded due to heavy traffic conditions.

Fertilization in 1968 was tipped in favor of potash. Four pounds were applied in contrast to three pounds of nitrogen. A maintenance dosage of two pounds of tri-cal was put on in 1968 to prevent the comeback of *Poa*. The same application was made in 1969 and is being made this year.

Hopphan’s fungicide program calls for four applications of Acti-Dione in April, May, June and July. These are made by helicopter. Herbicide treatments are made in the early spring and again in the fall. Insecticide is applied only once, in mid-June, and is kept light because the tri-calcium application is probably more than adequate.

As for watering, probably enough evidence isn’t in yet for Hopphan to establish a boast that this is the crowning glory of the conversion from *Poa* to his bluegrass assortment. In 1969, he watered only three times at three or four hours per sitting. But 1969 was an unusual year. Until after July 4th there was a surplus of water, due to something like 16 or 17 consecutive heavy rains on the weekends prior to that date. Still, in 1968 when conditions were normal, it was only necessary to bring out the quick couplings five times at Aurora. That is probably par for the season. How does it compare with your schedule for those *Poa*-bent fairways?